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ANGLIA REVENUES & BENEFITS PARTNERSHIP
JOINT COMMITTEE
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IP24 1BT
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Mr P.D. Claussen, Breckland Council
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Mr R Kerry, Suffolk Coastal District Council
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PART A
ITEMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Page(s)
herewith

1.

MINUTES
To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 26 September 2017.

2.

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence.

3.

URGENT BUSINESS
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any items of urgent business
pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972.

4.

DECLARATIONS (IF ANY)

Democratic Services
Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke,
Dereham Norfolk, NR19 1EE
Date: Thursday, 23 November 2017
Contact: Julie Britton. Democratic Services Officer (01362) 656343
Email: julie.britton@breckland.gov.uk
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5.

ANGLIA REVENUES PARTNERSHIP PERFORMANCE: (STANDING ITEM):
To consider the following reports:

a)

Highlight Report

7 - 11

Report by Stuart Philpot, Strategic Manager (Support Services) ARP.

b)

Balance Scorecard

12 - 49

Report by Stuart Philpot, Strategic Manager (Support Services) ARP.

c)

Finance Report and 2018/19 Budget

50 - 54

Report of Christine Marshall, Executive Director Commercialisation (BDC)
(ARP Treasurer).
6.

INFORMATION ABOUT DIRECTORS OF THE ARP TRADING COMPANY
AND OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT BOARD REPORT

55 - 62

Emma Grima, Director Commercial (ECDC).
7.

SERVICE DELIVERY PLAN AND RISK REGISTER

63 - 74

Report of Paul Corney, Head of ARP.
8.

WELFARE REFORM UPDATE (STANDING ITEM)
Report of Adrian Mills, Strategic Manager (Benefits).

9.

FORTHCOMING ISSUES (STANDING ITEM)
To note any items.

10.

NEXT MEETING
To note the arrangements for the next meeting on Tuesday, 27 March 2017.

75 - 78

Agenda Item 1
BRECKLAND COUNCIL
FOREST HEATH DISTRICT COUNCIL
EAST CAMBRIDGESHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL
ST EDMUNDSBURY BOROUGH COUNCIL
FENLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
WAVENEY DISTRICT COUNCIL
SUFFOLK COASTAL DISTRICT COUNCIL
At a Meeting of the
ANGLIA REVENUES AND BENEFITS PARTNERSHIP JOINT COMMITTEE
Held on Tuesday, 26 September 2017 at 10.00 am in the
Level 5 Meeting Room, Breckland House, St Nicholas Street, Thetford IP24 1BT
PRESENT
Mr R. Kerry
Mr B. Provan
Mr D. Ambrose Smith
Mr P.D. Claussen

Mr S. Edwards
Mr I. Houlder
Mr C. Seaton

In Attendance
Jo Andrews
Brendan Arnold

-

Paul Corney
Emma Grima

-

Homira Javadi

-

Christine Marshall

-

Adrian Mills
Stuart Philpot
Julie Britton

-

Strategic Manager (Revenues)
Chief Finance Officer and Corporate
Director
Head of ARP
Director of Corporate & Commercial
Services
Chief Finance Officer S151 (Suffolk Coastal
District Council)
Executive Director Commercialisation
(S151 Officer)
Strategic Manager (Benefits)
Strategic Manager (Support Services) ARP
Democratic Services Officer
Action By

20/17 APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMAN (AGENDA ITEM 1)
After being duly proposed and seconded and with no other nominations being
made it was RESOLVED that Councillor Richard Kerry be appointed as
Chairman for the ensuing year.
After being duly proposed and seconded and with no other nominations being
made it was RESOLVED that Councillor Bruce Provan be appointed as ViceChairman for the ensuing year.
21/17 APPOINTMENT OF TREASURER (AGENDA ITEM 2)
After being duly proposed and seconded and with no other nominations being
made it was RESOLVED that Breckland District Council be appointed as
Treasurer for the ensuing year.
22/17 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 3)
The Minutes of the meeting held on 28 March 2017 were agreed.
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23/17 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 4)
An apology for absence was received from Jill Korwin.
24/17 URGENT BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 5)
None.
25/17 DECLARATIONS (AGENDA ITEM 6)
None.
26/17 ANGLIA REVENUES PARTNERSHIP PERFORMANCE (AGENDA ITEM 7)
(a)

Highlight Report and Balance Scorecard
Balance Scorecard
It was noted that the ‘amber’ on the Corporate Balanced Scorecard
Dashboard for Breckland Council was in relation to the collection rate for
Council Tax as at the end of July 2017; since August, collection rates had
increased.
The amber for Waveney District Council was in relation to the £1.2m
appeals for NNDR.
Councillor Seaton pointed out that the collection amounts showing red on
the scorecard for Fenland DC was for 2016/17.
Councillor Edwards mentioned the NNDR collection rates for Forest Heath
DC which were exceeding the target but if correct, was excellent news.
In response to a concern, the days taken to process Housing Benefit new
claims and changes had increased due to staffing vacancies and the
funding delay from DWP.
Councillor Holder asked if Universal Credit had caused any issues.
Members were informed that St Edmundsbury DC would ‘go live’ next
month.
Highlight Report
The Strategic Manager (Benefits) provided Members with a detailed
overview of the highlight report.
Benefit funding had been secured from Norfolk and Suffolk County Councils
to support the review of single person’s discount.
The new Enforcement system, known as One-Step solutions, had been
implemented.
The annual review of Empty Homes was now taking place in order to
maximise the New Homes Bonus, and the NNDR revaluation came into
effect from 1 April 2017.
Under the digital transformation project, the ARP had successfully rolled out
2
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a new customer self-service facility via the ARP website meaning less
paper and postage creating further savings. A reporting mechanism
measuring this paperless take up had been developed and was being
reported to Customer Services across all 7 Councils on a monthly basis.
The ARP was now using an external mailing company, Critiqom Ltd, for the
printing, packaging and despatch of 93% of the outgoing mail, for both daily
and annual billing.
The website, being 2 years old, was now going through a refresh and a new
set of pages for Business Rates was currently being worked on, using the
findings from the University City of London – all was in test mode at the
moment and was going to be fully tested by 15 staff using 3 scenarios:
effectiveness, efficiency and spend.
Members were pleased to note that the new Capita Claim form had
received its first compliment.
Councillor Claussen wanted assurance that with all this new technology,
ARP would not become a victim of ‘hacking’. Members were assured that
strict firewalls were in place.
Councillor Ambrose-Smith asked if the value of empty homes was known.
Members were informed that all empty properties were visited particularly in
the month of September prior to the Council Tax Base form being
completed. The number of empty properties for each authority would be
clarified.
In response to a concern, the date format would be corrected.
The report was otherwise noted.
(b)

Finance Report
The Head of ARP provided Members with a detailed overview of the
Finance report.
An error had been made to the total partnership costs this would be
corrected to show an under-spend rather than an over-spend.
Cambridge County Council would continue to provide funding support in
relation to the recovery work.
The figure for the enforcement agency work would be brought to the next
meeting.
The grant funding under the heading Robotics was explained. This was in
relation to a Project Team being set up in October 2017 to look at further
automated work to generate efficiency savings.
The report was otherwise noted.

27/17 BALANCE SCORECARD (SEPARATE DOCUMENT)
This matter had been discussed under Minutes no. 26(a) above.
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28/17 JOINT COMMITTEE QUORACY (AGENDA ITEM 8)
The Chief Finance Officer and Corporate Director for Fenland District Council
presented the report.
The matter of quoracy had been discussed at the ARP meeting in September
2015 where it had been agreed to move to a single member and two named
substitutes from each authority. This had worked well until recently where a
meeting had to be cancelled due to it being inquorate as a member and their
named substitutes had been unable to attend. The Operational Improvement
Board felt that this could disrupt future business and had come up with a
proposal to reduce the number of Members needed for a Joint Committee to
be quorate to five. This set up could be used as a ‘back-up’ only, to manage
this quite small risk.
The Chairman agreed and welcomed the suggestion particularly with any
urgent business.
Councillor Holder suggested increasing the amount of substitutes.
Councillor Edwards was quite happy with the proposal to reduce the quoracy
to five.
Councillor Ambrose-Smith disagreed and suggested a proxy Member in
extreme circumstances.
This suggestion was proposed and seconded and accordingly it was:
RESOLVED that the number of Members for the Joint Committee meetings to
be quorate be reduced from seven to five; subject to a proxy arrangement
being put in place in the absence of the appointed Member and their two
substitutes.
29/17 ARP STRATEGIC PRIORITIES (AGENDA ITEM 9)
The Chief Finance Officer and Corporate Director for Fenland District Council
presented the report.
The Operational Improvement Board (OIB), under the Transformation
Programme, had felt it timely to review the strategic priorities and the vision of
the Anglia Revenues Partnership (ARP) due to the many changes to the
public sector landscape over the past few years.
The OIB and the ARP was in no doubt that the overall priority was to
maximise council tax and business rates income streams. The OIB members
believed that the statements attached at Appendix 1 captured the key issues
and opportunities for ARP moving forward and provided a clear framework for
activity in the future. Further to this, the statements also created a clear
direction for the activities of ARP Trading Ltd.
Councillor Ambrose-Smith felt that it would have been helpful to have seen
the core purpose of the OIB set out in the statements too. The Chief Finance
Officer and Corporate Director felt that this was a good idea and agreed to
provide the Joint Committee Members with the Terms of Reference and the
membership of it.
4
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The Chairman welcomed this idea.
Councillor Ambrose-Smith asked if the Joint Committee had the
powers/authority to make any changes. The Head of ARP said that this
would be a matter of understanding where the gaps were and thus what
changes were needed.
Councillor Claussen was content with the report but felt that there should be
more engagement with others so that more were aware of, and had a better
understanding of, what ARP were doing. The Chief Finance Officer and
Corporate Director agreed, this matter had already been discussed at the OIB
and it was felt that it would be necessary to be more outward looking as the
ARP did not market itself presently as it should.
The Head of ARP pointed out that ARP was pulling together a
Communications Plan; this was a piece of work which would involve
marketing the Partnership and also looking to find a way onto national groups
– both the Chief Finance Officer and Corporate Director of Fenland District
Council and the Strategic Manager (Benefits) were pushing the point around
future funding by making the most of lobbying opportunities with central
government.
One good news story that the Head of ARP mentioned, that was hot of the
press, was that Norwich City Council was joining the Enforcement Group.
It was agreed that the Terms of Reference of the Operational Improvement
Board be brought to the next Joint Committee meeting.
RESOLVED that the strategic priorities of the Anglia Revenues Partnership
as detailed in Appendix 1 of the report be approved.
30/17 WELFARE REFORM UPDATE (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA ITEM 10)
The Strategic Manager (Benefits) presented the report.
Welfare Reform had been introduced by the previous Government as part of
wider fiscal measures to reduce deficits, intended to encourage work whilst
reducing increasing welfare expenditure.
No changes had been made and there was nothing further to report except
for (1) the Department of Working Pensions announcing the roll out schedule
for all Job Centres and Councils for the period April 2017 to September 2018
in relation to Universal Credit and (2) the migration of existing Housing
Benefit (and other DWP Benefit and Tax Credits) cases of which the
programme had been delayed for twelve months and would not now
commence until July 2019, with a corresponding delayed completion date of
March 2022.
As far as the roll out was concerned for Universal Credit, the current planning
assumptions for ARP Councils was that Breckland Council would ‘go live’
next year in March 2018 followed by the remaining Councils in May and June
2018 with Forest Heath being the final authority to ‘go live’ in September
2018. It was noted that St Edmundsbury and Waveney District Councils ‘go’
live date was planned for October 2017.
The report was otherwise noted.
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31/17 FORTHCOMING ISSUES (STANDING ITEM) (AGENDA ITEM 11)
None.
32/17 NEXT MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 12)
Members were asked to consider future meeting arrangements and whether
to continue to hold meetings on a Tuesday or a Thursday in future.
Following a discussion, it was agreed that future meetings would take place
on a Tuesday as currently held.
The Democratic Services Officer would email Members with 2018/19 dates
accordingly.
The arrangements for the next meeting on Tuesday, 5 December 2017 at
10.00am in Thetford were noted.
The meeting closed at 11.00 am

CHAIRMAN
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Agenda Item 5a

Benefits & Fraud
Benefits performance
Benefits performance continues to meet profiled targets; whilst Housing Benefit is on course to
achieve year end targets, work is underway to ensure Council Tax Support performance achieves the
year end target. Performance is being affected by a higher number of vacancies than usual, with new
entrant training and recruitment ongoing.
We recently held a work clearance campaign day where staff were incentivised and motivated to clear
a significant amount of work – this was very effective in reducing work to a level that has since been
maintained. However, clearing large volumes of work has had, as expected, a slight detrimental impact
on performance reporting.
Following the introduction of automated drip fed work allocation, ongoing adjustments are being
made to improve performance for all Councils.
Fraud and compliance performance
Following the transfer of Housing Benefit fraud to the DWP on the 1 September 2015, the team have
been tasked, in accordance with the Business Case approved by Joint Committee, to identify and
prevent fraud leading to an increase in Council Tax income in the following areas:
 Local Council Tax Support
 Single Person Discount
 Council Tax & Non Domestic Rates
 Tenancy fraud
Continued funding has been secured from Norfolk and Suffolk County Councils to support the review
of Single Person Discounts, with Cambridgeshire agreeing to fund subject to results.
Furthermore, the team are working with Housing Teams and Housing Associations to tackle Right to
buy and subletting abuse and is having success in this area. Conversations are underway with
Housing Associations regarding charging for these services through the ARP Trading Company.
During the past few months the team have identified several large increases in business assessments
leading to a corresponding increase in the overall value identified. We do not expect this pattern to
continue, therefore we are not proposing to change the target.
The table below records the excellent work of the team, on track to exceed targets for the year.
Description of financial saving
2017/18 target

Performance
1.4.17- 30.10.17

Single Person Discount fraud

500,000

304,010

Local Council Tax Support Scheme
fraud

150,000

152,691

Tenancy fraud

400,000

288,000
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Other (Council Tax and NDR)
Total financial savings

250,000

955,172

1,300,000

1,699,873

The Strategic Manager (Benefits) continues to participate in national DWP/LA Housing Benefit
Steering Groups to have input into shaping and influencing current and proposed operational
matters. Current topics include Universal Credit plans, LA financing and data share.

Revenues
Performance continues to meet targets in all areas with the exception of Non-Domestic Rates
collection for Waveney District Council, Forest Heath & St Edmundsbury Borough Council. The
reason behind the drop in NNDR collection for all these authorities is a significant amount of refunds
as a result in successful appeals by ratepayers against their Rateable Values, these are often back
dated to 1 April 2010. However, provision is made in the accounts for such circumstances. It should
also be noted that the NNDR collection profiles for this year may differ significantly from the
previous year due to the revaluation and timing of the settlement of backdated appeals.
We now have agreement from all County Councils to provide funding towards the further recovery
work. Suffolk & Norfolk County Council have agreed to fund this work until March 2019. The further
recovery team have collected £428,090.70 in this financial year. In addition to the monies collected
by the further recovery team we also have a further £1,402,767.98 in secured debt by way of
Charging Orders on property owned by the debtor.
The Enforcement Team continue to perform well, having collected £7 Million since the team started
of which £2.5 Million has been in this financial year. A fifth Enforcement Agent has recently joined
us and is currently undergoing training to obtain certification. We have also had enquiries from 5
other authorities with a view to taking on their Enforcement work.
The annual review of Empty Homes was completed before the submission of the Council Tax Base
return in October which is used to calculate the New Homes Bonus. This exercise is carried out each
year in order to ensure that our records are correct and the level of property registered as empty on
our records is maintained. In the period from May 2017, when we started the process, to October
2017, the number of empty properties has reduced as shown below:
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Authority
Breckland
East Cambridgeshire
Fenland
Forest Heath
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney

Reduction in Empty Properties
(May to October)
23
54
66
43
43
156
83

The New Homes Bonus is based on the increase in the number of chargeable dwellings and the
movement in the number of empty dwellings between each October. All authorities have seen an
increase in the number of chargeable dwellings and most have seen a reduction in the number of
empty properties as below:

Authority
Breckland
East Cambs
Fenland
Forest Heath
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney

No of
additional
chargeable
dwellings for
NHB
594
117
439
364
44
483
163

No empty
properties decrease or
increase
-14
0
-3
-15
5
-68
-33

No of
Uninhabitable No of empty properties
decrease or
for NHB - decrease or
increase
increase
-20
6
2
-2
0
-3
0
-15
-9
14
-11
-57
-15
-18

The number of chargeable dwellings does not include those registered as exempt. St Edmundsbury
BC has seen a large increase in exempt properties in the last year which has resulted in a smaller
increase in chargeable dwellings as compared to other authorities.
The figure used to calculate the increase/decrease in the number of empty properties does not
include uninhabitable properties and therefore whilst the overall number of empty properties may
have reduced, the total used for New Homes Bonus calculation will be negatively affected by a
reduction in the number of uninhabitable properties. (Properties are only classed as uninhabitable
and receive a discount for a maximum of one year).
Single discount applications continue to be checked by the compliance team in order to prevent
discounts being granted incorrectly and avoiding the issue of trying to collect amounts of Council Tax
retrospectively. An annual review will also be carried out.
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The new rate reliefs announced by Government have now been implemented and reliefs awarded in
respect of the three new schemes:




Supporting small business relief
Public Houses
New discretionary scheme

We are following up those application forms which have not been returned and ensuring that any
businesses which have moved into a property since the original modelling was completed are invited
to apply if it appears they meet the criteria.
Council Tax bills and adjustments notices were redesigned earlier this year and recently the newly
designed reminders and final notices have gone live. As reported previously we will monitor their
effectiveness and amend if necessary. The final document which is going to be reviewed at this
stage is the exempt notice and work is underway.

Support
Anglia Revenues Website - www.AngliaRevenues.gov.uk
Since the launch of the new primarily transactional website, the Anglia Revenues Partnership are
now in the process of refreshing site, aiming to make it easier for the customer to use.
The refresh has three areas to consider:
1. Structure – to aim to have a set up for the customer, when seeking information, has a
maximum a three clicks to reach the information they are looking for.
2. Language – straight forward understandable language.
3. Helpful links to further useful information, such as Government advice websites.
The ARP has now successfully implemented the review of the web pages for Business Rates,
employing the user experience training provided from the University City of London Interaction Lab
with the structure and design of the site.
In collaboration with the University City of London, User Experience Reviews of five of the most
popular “user journeys” on the ARP website were undertaken, giving a valuable insight into an
effective web page design for the services.
A robust testing process has been developed in order to measure the improvements to the Anglia
Revenues Partnership website. A number of volunteers were given three scenarios to search the
website. Data collected is designed to measure speed, efficiency and effectiveness of the new site
with the volunteers carrying out the scenario testing on both the old site and the new site. The initial
results show a significant improvement in the speed, efficiency and effectiveness of the Business
Rates element of the website.
A refresh of the Council Tax element of the website is now underway, using the same methodology
employed for Business Rates. This refresh is scheduled to be in place by mid-February, in time for
the Annual Billing project to help maximise the take up of customer self-serve through the website.
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Digital Transformation and Self Service
The Anglia Revenues Partnership has now successfully rolled out a new customer self-service facility
primarily for the use of all Customer Services staff and back office operational staff. Customer
Services from any of the seven partner sites can assist customers either face to face or over the
telephone with setting up their self-serve account and therefore move to paperless billing and
notifications. As at October 31st 2017, more than 11,000 Council Tax payers had opted for selfservice, reducing the number of letters printed and sent out at year end alone by the same number.
When Bills or notifications are produced, Customers will receive an electronic notification to prompt
them to access their account via the Anglia Revenues Partnership website, in order to view all
correspondence either on their computer or mobile device.
As with all online portals, details can be accessed twenty four hours a day, seven days a week and it
is has already been reported by one partner the use of the online account has seen a fall in the
number of customer contact and Landlord contact.

External Mailing
The Anglia Revenues Partnership uses an external Mailing Company, Critiqom Ltd for printing,
packaging and despatch of 93% of all outgoing mail, both daily and annual billing. This has kept the
postage cost to a minimum by automating of the process, including the matching of Benefits
Notifications with Council Tax Bills from the electronic files sent to Critiqom from the ARP.
The ARP is using state of the art barcoding technology for all daily outgoing post handled by Royal
Mail, giving the ability to track the progress of mail from the point it leaves the printers to the final
Royal Mail sorting office before actual delivery, attracting the maximum discount for the postage
costs available.
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Corporate Balanced Scorecard - Dashboard
As at end Oct 2017
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This indicator measures the value of fraud identified by the ARP Fraud team, the
target is to achieve the savings in the business case.
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Customer Dimension
Channel Shift
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This shows the number of E-Forms received by ARP for both Benefits and Council
Tax with a significant upward trend in the use of electronic forms.
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Summary Breckland Scorecard as at end Oct 2017
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Final
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Breckland Finance Dimension
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This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
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Previous Year £6,719,736 £12,865,033 £18,866,157 £24,775,906 £30,777,200 £36,780,487 £43,001,639 £48,953,489 £54,921,742 £60,825,305 £62,738,719 £65,040,092
Target
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This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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Breckland Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to Process

14

Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target, with work activity planned to meet the year end target.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target and will be on track to meet year end target
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ECDC Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
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Council Tax Collection - Net Council Tax Receipts
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This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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ECDC Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to process
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Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target, with work activity planned to meet the year end target.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
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Fenland Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
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Council Tax Collection - Net Council Tax Receipts
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This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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Fenland Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to process
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Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims and
changes against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target, with work activity planned to meet the year end target.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes against
agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target and will be on track to meet year end target
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Forest Heath Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
Collection is slightly behind target. This is due to £703k refunds mainly due to backdated appeals
relating to doctors surgeries.
Provision is made in the accounts for this situation.
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Council Tax Collection - Net Council Tax Receipts
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This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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Forest Heath Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to process
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Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target, with work activity planned to meet the year end target.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
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St Edmundsbury Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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Target

£5,126,878 £10,073,026 £14,152,013 £18,247,962 £22,514,337 £27,238,361 £31,306,253 £35,276,404 £39,179,499 £43,124,853 £44,632,291 £46,079,392

This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
Collection is slightly behind target. This is due to £1.1 million refunds mostly due to backdated
appeals. Two particular cases account for a large proportion of this amount, one being being a
doctors surgery and the other a supermarket. Provision is made in the accounts for this situation.
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Target

£5,690,903 £11,138,407 £16,713,406 £22,299,995 £27,886,584 £33,490,559 £39,106,124 £44,704,304 £50,314,074 £55,906,458 £56,652,566 £57,952,170

This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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St Edmundsbury Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to process
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Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
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Suffolk Coastal Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
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Council Tax Collection - Net Council Tax Receipts
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£57,845,952

£64,873,692

£71,872,013

£73,233,929

£75,572,461

£51,610,334

£58,971,399

£66,324,772

£73,670,453

£74,401,175

£76,918,129

This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the financial year against
actual collection.
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Suffolk Coastal Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to Process

14

Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
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14

Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
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Summary Waveney Scorecard as at end Oct 2017
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Final

2016-17
YTD

Example Indicator

Last month

Heading

This month

2017-18

Waveney Finance Dimension
Collection Amounts
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Business Rates Collection - Net Business Rate Receipts
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Target

£2,410,244
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£7,298,112

£9,529,661

£12,534,377

£14,902,779

£17,256,370

£19,582,562

£21,912,535

£24,240,404

£25,494,878

£26,555,064

This shows the amount of money required to be collected within the financial year, payable to the
NNDR Collection Fund against the actual collection.
Collection is slightly behind target. This is due to £1.7 million refunds mainly due to backdated
appeals relating to doctors surgeries.
Provision is made in the accounts for this situation.
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£60,000,000

Council Tax Collection - Net Council Tax Receipts
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£56,378,108

This shows the amount of Council Tax required to be collected within the
financial year against actual collection.
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Waveney Customer Dimension
Benefits- Average Days to Process
14

Days taken to process Council Tax Reduction scheme new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Council Tax Reduction scheme claims
and changes against agreed targets.
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Days taken to process Housing Benefit new claims & changes
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This shows the average number of days taken to assess all Housing Benefit claims and changes
against agreed targets.
Performance is meeting profiled target and will be on track to meet year end target
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Agenda Item 5c

BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Christine Marshall, Executive Director Commercialisation (ARP Treasurer)

To:

ARP Joint Committee, 5 December 2017

(Author:

Christine Marshall, Executive Director Commercialisation)

Subject:

ARP Joint Committee Partnership Budget

Purpose:

To set the annual revenue budgets relevant to the Joint Committee for 1819 and indicative budgets for 19-20 and 20-21

Recommendation(s):
1)

That the partnership budget at Appendix A for 2018-19 be approved

2)

That any final full year 2017-18 surplus for the partnership is distributed back to the partner
authorities in the approved shares

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

In December 2015 the Joint Committee approved a strategic budget for ARP which kept
the base budget (in order to retain capacity to enable redirection of resources) whilst
creating an investment fund used to invest in trading, growth and efficiencies, which in
turn delivers savings in future years. This proposed budget continues this approach and
includes the same levels of efficiency targets as set in 2015-16.

1.2

Transformation
The transformation programme has made good progress to date and is on track to deliver
the full years target in 2017-18 with much of the 2018-19 target already achieved. The new
Enforcement service continues to exceed expectations and provides a well-respected
service whilst delivering additional income to the partners. The table below details the
target savings and the savings achieved to date, plus an additional efficiency added to
cover increased budget pressures from 18-19. Further work is required and is in progress
to generate the remaining efficiency targets.
2017-18
£

2018-19
£

2019-20
£

531,824

1,017,397

1,017,397

Efficiencies made to date:
Postage contract
County Council Fraud funding (Income)
Enforcement Service
Consultancy service
Fraud Income service

(20,960)
(105,000)
(234,736)
(80,000)
(30,558)

(19,250)
(105,000)
(474,319)
(80,000)
(15,500)

(15,670)
(105,000)
(458,434)
(80,000)
(15,600)

Total Efficiencies Made to Date

(471,254)

(694,069)

(674,704)

-

50,239

81,407

60,570

373,567

424,100

ARP Efficiency Targets

Efficiency to cover increased costs
Remaining Efficiency Target
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1.3

Budget
A base budget is still required to run the core services and also retain capacity to enable
the achievement of income generation through ARP Trading in the future. This budget
has been set in line with the current year and working papers have been prepared by
service management in conjunction with service accountants and reviewed by the S151
Officer for each partner authority. The budgets cover the costs and revenues for providing
Council Tax, Housing Benefit payments, Non-Domestic Rates collection services and the
enforcement service for the seven authorities.
Benefits payments and subsidies, court fee income and other grants specific to the
individual authorities are not included within the partnership budgets, as these are the
direct responsibility of the individual authority and have been reflected in their direct
budgets.

1.4

Appendix A sets out the proposed budget for 2018-19 compared to the budget for 201718, with indicative budgets for the following two years. Further tables show the share of
costs for each authority, and the proportion that any additional costs or savings against
the budget will be shared. The share of the overall budget is split between the different
percentages as per the updated Joint Committee 7 partner agreement. In setting this
budget various key assumptions have been made:
 A pay award of 1% in all years in line with central government
 A vacancy factor of 2.5% in all years
 No inflation on supplies & services as the assumption is that inflation can be
contained through future procurement savings
 Savings targets at the same levels as set last year less efficiencies already
achieved plus an allowance to cover increased budget pressures
There is a risk of costs changing if any of these assumptions prove incorrect. For example
a 2% pay increase would increase the budget by around £56k in 2018-19.
It should be noted that the indicative budget for 2020-21 of £8,888k is some 5.4% lower
than the 2015-16 budget (subject to the efficiencies being delivered).

1.5

2017-18 Financial Performance
The forecast out-turn for 2017-18 shows a small below budget spend of £13k. Other
factors which may occur in the next 6 months could increase this below budget spend
further (for example: additional enforcement income, further vacant posts, etc). This
report therefore recommends that the year end saving is distributed back to the partner
authorities, providing a return on their investment, in advance of the expected return.

2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

That the partnership budget at Appendix A for 2018-19 be approved and that the final full
year 2017-18 surplus for the partnership is distributed back to the partner authorities in the
approved shares.

2.2

That amendments are made to the partnership budget and then approved and that the full
2017-18 under spend is allocated for a different purpose.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

These budgets will enable ARP to continue its strategic focus moving forwards and will
form the basis for monitoring financial performance by the Joint Committee in the next
financial year. The contributions form part of the individual authority’s base budgets for
the year.
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4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

By setting these budgets the partner authorities are able to use the information to set their
own budgets and we have a basis for monitoring the financial performance for the next
financial year.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme;
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more
of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1
5.1.1

Corporate Priorities
The budgets have been set with regard to corporate priorities and the need to provide value
for money services.

5.2
5.2.1

Financial
Financial information is included within the appendix.

5.3
5.3.1

Risk Management
The efficiency target set for the ARP is designed to meet the estimated reduction in
administration grants that each Authority will receive due to the roll out of Universal Credit.
If estimates are wrong then Authorities will see a reduction in grant income that is greater
than the ARP efficiency targets.
As at 2017/18 the estimates of grant reduction have been greater than the actual reduction
in grant income however the levels of future income are unclear and each Council will need
to be aware of the risk that estimated income will be less than budgeted for.

5.4
5.4.1

Staffing
The budget has been prepared based on the approved establishment of ARP.

5.5
5.5.1

Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales
The budget runs from 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019, with future years given as indicative
figures only.

5.5.2

Partner authorities’ accountants and S151 Officers have been consulted with in preparing
this budget.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

N/A

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

ARP – Anglia Revenues Partnership

Background papers:-

See The Committee Report Guide for guidance on how to complete
this section
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Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number:
Email:

Alison Chubbock, Chief Accountant
01362 656865
alison.chubbock@breckland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to Mandatory & Discretionary Services
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
ARP Joint Committee budget
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Appendix A

Anglia Revenues Partnership Joint Committee
2018-19 Budget Setting Summary

Description
Employee Costs
Premises Costs
Transport Costs
Supplies & Services
Support Services
Income
TOTAL PARTNERSHIP COSTS

2017-18 Budget 2018-19 Budget
£
£
7,825,208
7,805,906
268,645
272,300
129,513
147,523
1,414,998
1,437,142
620,675
631,126
(1,047,575)
(1,406,500)
9,211,464
8,887,497

2019-20
Indicative
Budget
£
7,985,642
274,074
148,151
1,440,617
636,861
(1,406,600)
9,078,745

2020-21
Indicative
Budget
£
8,185,168
192,889
231,921
1,444,197
642,915
(1,406,700)
9,290,390

2020-21
Indicative
£
1,895,311
1,085,854
1,174,464
915,913
1,387,128
1,258,045
1,573,675
9,290,390

Analysis of Total Partner Contributions

Breckland Council
East Cambridgeshire Council
Fenland Council
Forest Heath Council
St Edmundsbury Council
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney Council

2017-18
£
1,864,164
1,062,739
1,172,096
922,425
1,360,456
1,220,449
1,609,135
9,211,464

2018-19
£
1,822,282
1,043,406
1,120,961
880,014
1,329,876
1,189,228
1,501,729
8,887,497

2019-20
Indicative
£
1,857,008
1,063,687
1,146,326
896,997
1,357,217
1,222,074
1,535,435
9,078,745

7 partners
2018-19
%
17.85%
10.55%
13.53%
8.62%
14.21%
17.81%
17.43%
100.00%

4 partners
2018-19
%
34.85%
20.59%
0.00%
16.82%
27.73%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Enforcement
2018-19
%
16.68%
7.07%
14.01%
10.58%
9.89%
11.99%
29.78%
100.00%

Analysis of Partner Gain Share Percentages

Breckland Council
East Cambridgeshire Council
Fenland Council
Forest Heath Council
St Edmundsbury Council
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney Council
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Agenda Item 6

ANGLIA REVENUES PARTNERSHIP
Report of:

The Operational Improvement Board

To:

ARP Joint Committee 5 December 2017

Author:

Emma Grima- Director Commercial

Subject:

Director Experience

Purpose:

To receive a report summarising the experience of the Board of Directors
for Anglia Revenues Partnership Trading

Recommendation(s):
Members of the committee are requested to note the contents of this report and appendix 1.
1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

On 10 June 2015 Members of the Joint Committee received a report on the ARP Trading
Company Restructure. Amongst other recommendations, Members resolved to approve
the ARP Trading Company Restructure which included the nomination of Officers to
represent each Local Authority on the Board of Directors. Each Council is represented on
the Board of Directors as follows:

Local Authority
Breckland
East Cambridgeshire
Fenland
Forest Heath
St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney

Director
Christine Marshall
Emma Grima
Brendan Arnold
Jill Korwin
Jill Korwin
Homira Javadi
Homira Javadi

Title
Executive Director
Director Commercial
Corporate Director & CFO
Director
Director
Chief Finance Officer S151
Chief Finance Officer S151

1.2

The Joint Committee asked that information be provided concerning the responsibilities of
the Operational Improvement Board (OIB) as determined by the ARP 2015 Agreement (for
the reconstitution of the Anglia Revenues Partnership).

1.3

The Shareholders’ Agreement, that each Council is a signatory to, sets out the
arrangements for appointment of directors. It states (4.2) that each Council will entitled to
appoint one Director, and (4.3) a Council may remove a director appointed by it and appoint
a new director in its place.

1.4

The Joint Committee also asked that the members of OIB provide information concerning
their past experience so that the Joint Committee could cross reference this experience
with the responsibilities of OIB in the partnership and as Directors of the trading company.

1.5

A summary of each Directors experience is provided at Appendix 1 and the Responsibilities
of OIB are provided at Appendix 2.
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1.6

Each Council is represented with the experience necessary to provide appropriate senior
support to ensure ARP Trading Company can be successful in a commercial environment.
In the event that Directors identify a ‘gap’ in commercial expertise, this will be brought to
the attention of the Joint Committee and will make appropriate recommendations to
remedy this.

2.0

MATTERS TO NOTE

2.1

As board members of the ARP Trading Company the Directors have built the company
template and business plan so that we have a vehicle to trade from in the future. Appendix
1 clearly demonstrates that the Directors bring a variety of skills and experience to the
company that will assist the Company in its formation and growth.

2.2

The Directors will bring previous financial, business and commercial experience to the
company. The Directors also have a track record of delivering strategic planning and
transformation of services.

2.3

The members of OIB also work closely with the ARP management team to bring
recommendations to the Joint Committee concerning the future strategy and direction of
the ARP in respect of change that will drive efficiencies and change that is required to meet
external challenges such as those currently seen through Universal Credit and Rates
retention.

3.0

APPENDICES

3.1

Appendix 1- Directors Experience

3.2

Appendix 2 - OIB responsibilities

4.0

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/HUMAN RIGHTS

4.1

None.

5.0

FINANCIAL

5.1

There are no financial implications arising from this report.

Background papers:- ARP Joint Committee- 10 June 2015- Agenda 10
Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Emma Grima, Director Commercial
Telephone Number:01353 616960
Email: emma.grima@eastcambs.gov.uk
Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post: Emma Grima, Director Commercial
Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No
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Appendix 1- Director Experience
Christine Marshall
Executive Director
Commercialisation and
Growth

Christine is the Councils s151 officer (CIPFA qualified) with
experience in driving a commercial approach and driving
growth in the locality. She is also a shared Director with South
Holland District Council where she is 151. She was also
Monitoring Officer for Melton Borough Council for 4 years.
Services include: Strategic Planning, Strategic Housing,
Economic Strategy and Development, Inward Investment and
Strategic Property.
Commercial services/businesses include:
Breckland Bridge Ltd (LABVI)
Breckland Training Services
South Holland Homes Ltd
Welland Homes Ltd
Compasspoint Business Services Ltd
Previous experience includes:
Strategic Director – Melton Borough Council
Head of Finance and IT – Boston Borough Council
Group Accountant – London Borough Haringey Council
Regeneration Accountant – London Borough Southwark
Christine has managed revenues, benefits, customer services
and NNDR services directly in the past.
Headline skills include:
Business engagement and management
Working with the commercial sector
Negotiation and contract management
Outsourcing/Insourcing
Strategic finance and business planning
Collaborative working
Asset management

Emma Grima
Director Commercial

Emma is the Councils Director Commercial with experience in
Contract Negotiation, Planning and Trading Company set up.
East Cambridgeshire District Council- Director Commercial
Fenland District Council- Planning Obligations Compliance
Emma has a first degree in Law and is now working towards
her Masters Degree in Business.
Noteable achievements including, setting up and running
(including holding a position on the board of directors) for the
Council Trading Company; East Cambs Trading Company
Ltd and negotiating the Council’s infrastructure and housing
requirements.
Services include: Strategic Planning, Economic Development,
Infrastructure & Strategic Housing, Open Space & Facilities,
Markets, Tourism Town Centres & Events, Communities &
Partnerships, Leisure Services, Reprographics and Human
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Resources.
Headline skills:
Working with the Commercial Sector
Negotiation
Service Planning
Financial Planning
Committees/Board Meetings
Political Management
Brendan Arnold
Corporate Director & CFO

Brendan is an experienced Corporate Director, Section 151
Officer, Change Leader and Strategic Adviser.
Fenland Council – Corporate Director & CFO
Hull City Council – Corporate Director & CFO
Enfield Council – FD of Enfield Homes Limited
Department of Communities & Local Government – Finance
Director
Birmingham City Council – Director of Corporate Finance
Transport for London – Street Management/Surface
Transport – Head of Business Performance
Metropolitan Police Service – Assistant Director of Finance
Brendan is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance & Accountancy. His professional interests include
Corporate Financial Management, Business Change and the
application of Business Management principles to the public
sector.
Brendan has also run his own business. In Hull Brendan was
a senior member of the team that transformed Hull.
Services led include: Finance, Capital Planning, Audit,
Revenues and Benefits, Bereavement Services, School
Catering, Cleaning Services, ICT, Property, Human
Resources, Health & Safety, Business Performance,
Procurement, Legal
Headline skills:
Business management
Working with the commercial sector
Negotiation
Industrial relations
Outsourcing
Financial and business planning
Finance/business turnaround
Strategic adviser on finance & business matters to Boards,
Cabinets, Committees

Jill Korwin
Director

Jill is a Director of Forest Heath District Council and St
Edmundsbury Borough Council where she leads on a number
of complex programmes, bringing together staff from across
the Council and partner organisations. Programmes include
regeneration, investment and commercial opportunities.
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Jill holds an MA in Public Service Management as well as a
number of specific qualifications in programme and project
management, training, coaching and mentoring and law. She
is currently studying for the IOD Certificate in Company
Direction.
Previous roles include:
Suffolk County Council: Head of Transformation and
Programmes; (Lead on Council’s Change Portfolio, External
Funding, Risk Management); Head of Performance, Assistant
Head of Trading Standards.
Key Skills:
Transformation & Change Management
Negotiation
Conflict Resolution
Collaborative Working
Service Design & Planning
Coaching & Mentoring
Risk Management
External Funding
Homira Javadi
Chief Finance Officer S151

Homira is an experienced Director in the public sector and
has gained significant experience in the private sector.
Suffolk Coastal District Council and Waveney District CouncilChief Financial Officer (S151)
Babergh District Council- Corporate Finance Manager
Suffolk County Council- Financial Services Transition
Manager
Suffolk County Council- Finance Development Manager
Flagship Housing Group- Group Management Accountant
Manganese Bronze Components- Assistant to the Group
Director of Finance
Sigma Pharmaxeuticals- Market Analyst
Burton Groups- Area Sales and Marketing Manager
Homira has a BA Honours Degree in Business &
Organisational Management and is a member of the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants and has been
a Fellow Member since 2006 and is a member of CIPFA
(Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy)
Services include: Finance, Corporate Performance and Risk
Management
Key Skills:
Commercial Investment
Internal Control
Corporate Insurance
Treasury Management
Leadership Development
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Neuro- Linguistic Programming
Transformation & Change Management
Collaborative Working
Local Government Finance
Corporate Finance
Payroll
Asset Management
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Appendix 2
Operational Improvement Board
1.1

The 2015 Joint Committee shall establish an Operational Improvement
Board.

1.2

The members of the Operational Improvement Board shall be the Head of
ARP and one senior officer of each of the Seven Councils nominated by their
respective Chief Executive.

1.3

The Operational Improvement Board shall meet monthly and report to the
2015 Joint Committee.

1.4

The responsibilities of the Operational Improvement Board shall be to:-

1.4.1

clarify service standards/levels provided by the ARP on behalf of each of
the Seven Councils in particular:

interface with client services;



performance management requirements;

and ensure a clear relationship between the ARP and client services in
terms of areas of responsibility and fairness of cost/benefit arising;
1.4.2

shape future services both for each of the Seven Councils and the ARP by
identifying issues and prioritisation of them by the ARP management;

1.4.3

provide a basis to resolve problems and improve service incrementally over
time;

1.4.4

where no Support Service arrangements have been agreed, or
where it is deemed time to review the existing Support Service
arrangements, decide on the lead authority from the Seven Councils and

1.4.5

receive reports on specific employee Employments Costs.
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Anglia Revenues Governance Structure
Breckland
Council

East Cambs
District Council

East Suffolk
(WDC & SCDC)

Fenland District
Council

West Suffolk
(FHDC & St. Eds)

Joint Committee/ Shareholders Advisory Group
7 Cabinet members – one from each of
BC, ECDC, FDC, FHDC, SEBC, SCDC & WDC

Operational Improvement Board 5
Directors
1 Director for East Suffolk (Waveney and
Coastal)
1 Director for West Suffolk (St
Edmundsbury and Forest Heath)

ARP Trading – 5 Board members
1 Director for East Suffolk (Waveney and
Coastal)
1 Director for West Suffolk (St
Edmundsbury and Forest Heath)

Head of Service Anglia Revenues Partnership

(2 from each partner)
Strategic Manager
(Revenues)

(2 from each
partner)

Strategic Manager
(Support)

(2 from each
partner)
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Strategic Manager
(Benefits)

(2 from each
partner)

Agenda Item 7
ANGLIA REVENUES PARTNERSHIP
Report of

Paul Corney - Head of ARP

To:

ARP Joint Committee, 5 December 2017

Subject:

The Anglia Revenues Partnership (ARP) Service Delivery Plan.

Purpose:

To recommend the Service Delivery Plan and Risk Register at Appendix A
are approved and to report on the progress in respect of the December 2016
Service Delivery Plan.

Recommendation(s):
 That the progress in respect of the December 2016 Service Delivery Plan is noted.
 That the ARP Joint Committee Approve the revised Service Delivery Plan and risk
register at Appendix A

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1

In accordance with the ARP agreement a revised Service Delivery Plan should be
agreed by the Joint Committee by the end of December each year and the risk register
is reviewed 6 monthly.

1.1.2

A Service Delivery Plan (called transformation programme) was agreed in December
2016 and information below details progress against this plan.

1.1.3

In addition to service aims and objectives the plan includes a risk assessment and
detail of the major projects that ARP will implement in the next year.

1.2

December 2016 plan update

1.2.1

The ARP has seen significant success in the last year and we have achieved the
following;
 Benefits performance ahead of the DWP averages
 Improvements in Waveney processes to meet the challenges of Universal Credit
being introduced – this will benefit all other partners as they go live
 Implementation of drip feed on our document management system is almost
complete which automates the harmonisation of work distribution
 All customer teams are able to use customer contact software to sign customers
up to e-services upon contact.
 The further recovery work jointly funded by County Councils secured recovery of
over £460k last year and is already on target to secure higher recovery in 2017/18
 The Fraud teams work also jointly funded by the County Councils identified just
under £1.5 Million in fraud and error.
Some other achievements relating to the Transformation Programme are detailed
below:

1.2.2

The ARP Trading shareholders agreement for the 7 partners has been signed and a
business plan and business cases have been agreed. Once insurance for the company
and trading contracts have been developed the company will be able to trade.
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1.2.3

Negotiations have commenced with Registered Providers to offer fraud services
through the trading company. Initial discussions have been very promising and we
expect to be able to provide services to initial customers soon.

1.2.4

On the 1st April 2017 the shared management arrangement with Norwich City
commenced and has been very successful to date. Partnership arrangements will be
extended to include the provision of fraud services for Norwich (jointly funded by
Norfolk County Council) and Norwich will also be delegating their enforcement work to
the ARP Enforcement Agency from November 2018.

1.2.5

We have been approached by other Councils to discuss joining our Enforcement
Agency and if discussions are successful up to 4 more Councils may join. The
Enforcement Agency has offered a better service for vulnerable customers and the net
income generated from statutory fees is estimated at £600k for 2017/18.

1.2.6

The website redesign is underway and recently the new business rates transactional
pages have gone live. Council Tax redesign is taking place and benefits will follow.
The redesign uses UX (user experience) methodologies from the interaction lab of the
City of London University

1.2.7

The Digital work stream has progressed with the procurement of a forms designer and
some bespoke forms that integrate with the Capita system. Robotics/automation
software has also been purchased to provide full automation of the assessment
process in selected cases. The benefits from these purchases will be seen from
2018/19.

1.2.8

A number of letters, bills and reminders have been redesigned using nudge techniques
to deliver messages that will emphasise key data and encourage customers to respond
to the information in a manner that will resolve any issues.

1.2.9

The roll out of Universal Credit continues there is a separate report updating members
concerning welfare reform.

1.2.10 The transformation programme seeks to deliver efficiencies to the partner councils of
£531k in 2017/18 and £1.03 Million in 2018/19. We are currently on target to achieve
the efficiency target for 2017/18 and measures have been put in place to be able to
achieve the 2018/19 increased target.
1.3

Revised Service Delivery Plan and Risk Register

1.3.1

The service Delivery Plan (Appendix A) details the high level actions that the service
must implement to ensure that the varied demands on the service are met. The plan
has 4 areas:
 Transformation – delivery of commercial and operational changes to
meet future requirements and channel shift
 Service plan – business as usual activities
 Projects
 Risk matrix
There will be an amount of overlap between these areas but the intention of separating
them out in this way is to provide clarity over the high level work programme for ARP.

1.3.2

The Joint Committee reconsidered the strategic direction of the ARP going forward and
the Service Delivery Plan seeks to detail actions to achieve the visioning detailed in
the report to members in September 2017.

1.3.3

Great progress has been made against the original plan for transformation and the
infrastructure to trade has been put in place. In 2018/19 the emphasis moves to
building further income and efficiencies through trading and partnership agreements.
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1.3.4

The infrastructure to be able to increase on-line transactions has been put in place and
software to enable automation of assessment processes should be installed by
December 2017. In 2018/19 the digital transformation team (the customer service lead
officers from each Council and the ARP strategic team) will drive cultural change to
enable officers to assist customers to learn to use the on-line services to reduce future
footfall and telephone calls.

1.3.5

Welfare reform is still high on the Governments agenda which will lead to fundamental
changes in our service provision and so the plan includes actions to understand the
impact on the partner councils of the changes, as information becomes available, there
are also actions concerning the monitoring of the financial impact of the changes we
have already seen.

1.3.6

The risk surrounding income from Business Rates remains red at this time because
there is still risk in relation to subsequent appeals that may be received and reduce
rates payable

1.3.7

The risk register includes a new item related to the merger of databases that will be
necessary if final approval is given to Waveney and Suffolk Coastal to merge to
become East Suffolk Council and for St. Edmundsbury and Forest Heath to merge to
become West Suffolk.

1.3.8

The register also continues to highlight the need to monitor the impact of Universal
Credit on customers and grant income. We continue to influence changes in delivery
through representation on DWP steering groups.

2

Options




To suggest changes and additions to the Service Delivery Plan and Risk Register.
To approve the Service Delivery Plan and Risk Register.

3

Reasons for recommendations
A Service Delivery Plan and Risk Register are requirements of the ARP agreement
and are needed to agree the short to medium term priorities of the ARP in delivering
services as effectively, efficiently and economically as possible and to identify the risks
associated with the services.

4

IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Risk
If a Service Delivery Plan is not agreed then the direction and priorities of service delivery
can lose focus. The Plan allows members to monitor and direct service provision. The
identification and mitigation of risk is necessary to ensure that Councils minimise the
impact of risk on customers and the partner councils.

4.2

Financial
The Service Delivery plan requires the ARP officers to monitor and report on financial
matters of relevance to the Section 151 officers of the ARP.

4.3

Legal
The ARP agreement requires a Service Delivery Plan to be agreed before the end of
December each year.

4.4

Equality and Diversity
Not applicable.
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Background papers:- None
___________________________________________________________________
Lead Contact Officer
Name/Post: Paul Corney (Head of the ARP)
Email: paul.corney@angliarevenues.gov.uk
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A – Service Delivery Plan December 2017
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READY 4 BUSINESS ARP PROGRAMME DELIVERY PLAN - Organisational Development
Code

Work stream

AIM
Embed Vision, Values and Culture of the
organisation through working with team
members .

Action Required

Organisational
Design

Links with other
Projects/Strategy

develop core values based upon information from Commitment and openess of those involved in ARP HR Strategy - ARP
group work with members of staff that has taken sharing ideas. Realistic and cost effective
Vision and Mission
place. This work will be linked to the vision agreed proposal using results of Staff Survey.
by members and OIB in September 2017

Agree and implement a shared identity and Continue Vision, Values and Culture Project Plan
values to fulfil the savings agenda and
and workshops to achieve desired outcome
commercialisation and trading arm.

ARPO

Interdependancies

Communication throughout project and regular
updates

Target date
Progress

ongoing

Commitment to project from staff and support ARP HR Strategy - ARP
from Management
Vision and Mission

31/03/2019

Approval to update via ARP Newsletter and All ARP HR Strategy - ARP
Staff Briefings
Vision and Mission

On-going

Continued development of a Resource
Strategy and Investment Strategy to
provide a framework to support ongoing
recruitment and organisational
development.

Formulate L&D plan to increase skills and
Financial commitment to invest in increasing
knowledge in various service areas and at differnet knowledge and skill base
levels within ARP

ARP HR Strategy - Skills
Inventory

01/08/2016

Identify career pathways for succession planning / Formal qualifications routes aprroved and
development opportunities
multi-faceted learning opportunities

ARP HR Strategy - Skills
Inventory

on-going

Development of a Workforce Strategy
enabling Work Force Planning to be
embedded within the organisation.

Assess current ARP workforce capacity and
forecasting requirements through reviewing
establishment, organisational structure, retirees,
long term sick, use of agencies and advertsing
techniques

ARP HR Strategy Workforce Planning

on-going

Monthly analysis of establishment against
structure. OIB/financial approval to meet
recruitment needs
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READY 4 BUSINESS ARP PROGRAMME DELIVERY PLAN - Reduction in avoidable contact and automation of processes (Digital)
Work stream

AIM

Action Required

Interdependancies

Links with other
Projects/Strategy

Target date

Next milestone if
applicable

Finance: Estimated costs/Savings; currently Progress

Code
2018-19

Continue to simplify communications to
make them easier for customers to
understand. Refocus communications to
encourage take up of e-billing and etransactions.

Continue to share information to look at highest
volume of queries received from customers.
Establish focus groups to identify issues and
solutions - test solutions with customer forums to
further improve.

To be led by Customer Forum group with
project lead to come from Customer Services
teams.

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

Ongoing

To facilitate and market the website as the
first point of contact through digital
solutions. To establish the use of online
forms that will update the back office
systems for Revenues and Benefits
transactions.

Use leading metodologies including UX and nudge To be led by Customer Forum group with
to analyse the most common processes that can project lead to come from Customer Services
offer web based solutions to replace the need for teams.
face to face and telephone communication

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

Ongoing

Development of automation software and Capita new claim form, Chang Circs and Council Tax To be initially developed by project team
online forms that will offering easier sign up Emptions/Discount forms to be installed.
alongside robotics/automation.
to e-services and update the back office
systems.
Reduction of avoidable

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

End Feb 2018

contact and automation
of processes

-£50,000

-£50,000

All Capita forms to be developed to replace
Victoria Forms currently on website.

To be initially developed by project team
alongside robotics/automation.

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

End Mar 2018

Robotics/integration - to develop Capita
parameters to automate assessment process for
Benefits new claims and change of circumstances
(where Capita on-line form completed.

To be initially developed by project team
alongside online forms.

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

End Mar2019

2019-2020

-£75,000

-£50,000

2020-2021

-£75,000

-£50,000

New claims LCTRS cases
initial automation by end
June 2018

-£200,000

-£200,000

-£200,000

To continue to develop use of social media To consider use of Facebook, twitter and other
on partners websites and to map the
social media to increase shift from Customer
whereabouts of access for customers to
Teams to Web based communications.
PCs, Wifi and to encourage customers to
devlep the skills to use online facilities.

To be led by Customer Forum group with
project lead to come from Customer Services
teams.

Partners own digital and
customer focussed
projects

End Sept 2018

To develop use of social media on partners websites and to map the whereabouts of access for customers to PCs, Wifi and to encourage custoemrs to devlepop the skills to use online facilities.

READY 4 BUSINESS ARP PROGRAMME DELIVERY PLAN - Commercial, Partnership and Trading opportunities
Work stream

AIM

Action Required

Interdependancies

Links with other
Projects/Strategy

Target date

Next milestone if applic.

Finance: Estimated costs/Savings; currently Progress

Code
2018-19

To increase resilience and to generate
addition surpluses through the expansion of
the Enforcement Agency and through
developing a multi-skilled resilience team the resilience team will enable the ARP to
sustain performance levels during peaks of
work and to cover sickness and turnover
more efficiently
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Commercial and
trading opportunities

To increase the number of Councils joining the
Enforcement Agency using an agreed model The
model will create circumstances that will allow
other councils to share risks and benefits in their
areas.

The service will be delegated to an ARP partner Links to Income
council and the terms of the partnership will be generation/commercial
and partnership strategy
agreed by OIB. The introduction of new
councils to the service will involve work for the
West Suffolk IT team and external systems
providers.

31/03/19

Negotiation for a council
to join from 01/07/2018
and Norwich joining from
01/12/2018

The resilience team will be funded through
reduction in the annual cost of agency staff and
overtime. Where workload and resource permit,
members of the team will do work for other
councils through ARPT.

Where excess capacity is sold on to other
Links to Income
councils the IT team will help to build
generation/commercial
connectivity where possible to other councils and partnership strategy
systems. The resilience team will offer resource
to achieve excellent performance which is
essential for future marketing opportunities.

Ongoing

Appoint Temporary
backfill of permant
resilience posts

Fraud teams - to carry out functions for
To develop the potential to work with other
other councils and external organisations to Councils in partnership in respect of Council tax
Fraud and to trade fraud services to Registered
generate income through ARPT.
Providers. The fraud team can offer to look at
Tenancy Fraud and "Right To Buy" requests on a
commercial basis

The team already bring efficiences funded by
County Councils - trading externally will need
to be resourced once RPs have committed.

Links to Income
generation/commercial
and partnership strategy

31/03/19

Norwich work from
01/04/2018. Negotiate
contractual terms with
Registered providers.

To continue to provide excellent services to
the ARP partners. The success in developing
trading opportunities will be reliant on
maintaining our profile as a low cost high
performer and in marketing our successes
more widely.

Develop revenues services to be able to offer to
carry out collection services for other councils - the
development of resilience service will complement
this work.

This will not be achievable within existing
resource - a decision will need to be made
concerning investment and risk if additional
staff are recruited - with Universal Credit we
amy be able to reskill and transfer staff into
revenues services.

Links to Income
generation/commercial
and partnership strategy

31/03/19

Resilience team will be
able to facilitate the
ability to trade leading to
interest in full provision
for NNDR from June 2018

Consider communications strategy and marketing
necessary to raise ARP profile and to advertise the
ARP / ARPT offering. The marketing will cover
contributions from members, officers and general
marketing.

Partners teams will not be likely to be able to Links to Income
resource a significant piece of work and so
generation/commercial
additional resource will have to be considered and partnership strategy
or the work can be split into defined timelines
and topics using external resource.

31/03/19

Consideration of right
time to invest through
ARP Trading

Linked to the development of on-line and
automation which will release the necessary
resource to be able to take services from other
councils and to offer training services

Benefits Ctax and training services could be
Links to Income
offered to other Councils either on short or
generation/commercial
long term basis through ARPT or in partnership and partnership strategy
arrangements

31/03/19

Resilience team will be
able to facilitate the
ability to trade leading to
interest in full provision
for NNDR from June 2018

Develop a business case for Joint committee to
approve trading/sharing of management and
consultancy services through ARPT

Consideration will be given to maintaining
Links to Income
services for the ARP partners and so dependant generation/commercial
on success resource requirements will become and partnership strategy
a factor

Ongoing

To generate income through the
provision/sharing of management and
consultancy services to other councils

2019-2020

2020-2021

-£450,000

-£600,000

-£600,000

-£50,000

-£50,000

-£50,000

-£150,000

-£150,000

-£150,000

-£80,000

-£80,000

-£80,000

Research and develop business cases for
expansion of services into other areas that
fit with current ARP transactional services
for public and private sectors - such as Free
School Meals and Adult Social Care
Payments for County Councils - to develop
potential income and to improve services
and income for schools and residents.

An initial piece of work is under way to research
the market to understand what the opportunities
are. If the research continues to suggest that
ARP/ARPT can offer efficiencies in administration
and / or potential improvements in schools pupil
premiums and adult social care payments and
administration then, a full business case will be
developed.

The parties currently providing services will
Links to Income
decide whether they see advantages and
generation/commercial
efficiencies in ARP/ARPT carrying out this work and partnership strategy
for them - there may also be TUPE implications.

Currently on hold but
retained in plan to
consider for the future

From June 2018 consider
furhter research and
developing a business
case

Total Forecast Efficiency
#REF!

Efficiency Target in Budget
Forecast Shortfall/(Over Achieved)

-£1,030,000 -£1,205,000

-£1,205,000

-£1,017,397 -£1,017,397

-£1,017,397

-£12,603

-£187,603

-£187,603
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Revenues and Benefits Service Plan 2013/14

Type

Lead

Ref

1

Action

Inter-dependencies / impacts

Lead officer

Intended outcomes

measures

target dates

progress

Carry out a review of
Revenues & Benefits service
provision in the light of the
introduction of Universal
Credit once migration
timetable communicated by
DWP

DWP are managing this process,
we must understand the
implications to us as the
information concerning migration
timetables become available

Strategic
manager
(Benefits) / Head
of ARP

Managing staff changes and
ensuring that customers receive,
as far as possible, a seamless
change to universal Credit

As DWP release
information OIB to be
updated and impact on
Councils to be assessed

Ongoing

Timetable for full
service natural
migration released Managed migration
planned from
September 19.
Processes
redesigned at East
Suffolk to be rolled
out to reduce impact
for other partners.

Modelling UC migration in
light of Lowestoft (first to go
live in May 2017) and
managing impact on existing
staffing resource

To consider structure of R&B
service going forward and
change in customer demand

As DWP release
information OIB to be
updated and impact on
Councils to be assessed

Ongoing

Report on LA involvement as
information released

Understanding of DWP funding
for F2F services provided by Las
and Customer teams resourced
to deal with enquiries. Existing
ARP staff may move to customer
teams as HB caseload reduces
and Customer queries increase

As DWP release
Ongoing
information OIB to be
updated and impact on
Councils to be assessed -

Some modelling has
taken place to
understand the
implications of loss of
income in
comparison to
reduction in work
load
ARP have gained
access to National
DWP groups to
influence directrion
and keep partners
informed.
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Lead

2

Complete ARP single IT
solution - single log on

West Suffolk IT resource required Strategic
Manager
(Support) and
Strategic Team

EDMS - redesign use of
Civica workflow - implement
dripfeed for NNDR

Lead

3

Offers quicker access and speed
of transactions providing
efficiencies

30/09/2018

To ensure even distribution of
workload for all partners and to
reduce manual intervention
necessary to allocate work

All Documents held on
31/12/2018
Civica and new
documants being scanned
to Civica ditributed using
dripfeed where possible

Monitor income, expenditure Finance need to understand
and Subsidy in the light of
performance against financial
NNDR retention scheme,
targets
LCTRS, UC and conversion
issues

Strategic
managers and
Head of ARP

To keep officers and members
informed of performance against
projections to ensure that
financial planning can be
accurate and to ensure Subsidy
is not qualified and is maximised

Early notification for S151
officers where there is
significant variation from
target from budgets

Ongoing to
inform end of
year position
31/03/2018

Prepare for business rates
retention changes
announced - Councils to
retain 100% of Business
Rates and full business rates
review

Strategic
Manager
(Revenues)

To advise and recommend
potential for maximising income
for the 7 partners residents pros and cons and opportunities

Information to be provided
to officers and members
concerning the impact of
changes to the NNDR
system.

ongoing as
information
provided changes by
31/3/2020
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Suffolk NGN
infrastructure now
available
Benefits and Council
Tax live with dripfeed

Status
(R-A-G)

Revenues and Benefits Service Plan 2013/14

Type

Ref

Lead

4

Action
East and West Suffolk
MergersMerge of Capita
systems and changes to
other IT systems such as
Civica
Policies agreements and
contracts to be amended

Inter-dependencies / impacts
Work with WS IT team and both
Councils project teams to deliver

Ensure that all statutory
requirements can be met
during transition and after
merger complete

Work with WS IT team and both
Councils project teams to deliver

Lead officer

Work with WS IT team and both
Councils project teams to deliver

Intended outcomes
To bring systems and processes
together so that all future data is
merged and all policies and
contractual arrangments are
updated
To bring systems and processes
together so that all future data is
merged and all policies and
contractual arrangments are
updated
To bring systems and processes
together so that all future data is
merged and all policies and
contractual arrangments are
updated
Support and alignment of HR
with the ARP strategic direction
as well as achieving results in
areas of L&D, engagement, HR
metrics, talent management, OD,
recruitment, ER and HR
operations

measures
target dates
All processes procedures 31/03/2019
and policies merged

All processes procedures 01/04/2019
and policies merged

All processes procedures 02/04/2019
and policies merged

5

HR Strategic Plan - To
implement the HR strategy to
support the ARP Service
Plan

HRBP

Lead

6

Workforce Planning assessing the current ARP
workforce capacity and
forecasting requirements

HRBP

Develop survey action plan
to respond to staff members

Strategic
To develop team building events Team buiding events and Ongoing
managers/HRBP and a communications plan to
a communications plan to
ensure that lines of
be developed
communication are agreed and
followed so that staff do not feel
isolated from each other
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Lead

Lead

7

HR Strategic document
available

Review of organisational
Workforce planning
structure in the light of UC and
document and budget
automation, succession
information
planning, departmental restructures if required, technology
skills needed, review of external
agencies and recruitment
advertising techniques to meet
establishment requirements and
budgets

Page 2 of 2

Ongoing

Ongoing

progress

Status
(R-A-G)

Revenues and Benefits: Projects
Project

Responsible
Officer

Description

Location

Project Type

Project
Manager

Timescales

Benefits

Single IT solution

Strategic
Managers

Complete ARP single IT
solution - single log on and
access through NGN
Suffolk infrastructure

Service
delivery

30/09/18

Offers quicker access and
speed of transactions
providing efficiencies

Single ARP phone
system

Managers

To develop business case
to determine whether ARP
should have all staff on one
Mitel phone network

Service
delivery

30/09/18

Calls could be shared or, a
call centre for R&B could be
developed with specialist staff

Total Mobile
implementation

Capita Total Mobile to be
implemented

Service
delivery

30/09/18

Efficiencies in Visiting work in
the field.

Empty Properties
Strategic
reviews - New Homes Manager
Bonus and Single
(Revenues)
discount review SPD.
NNDR discount and
empty porperty
reviews

To identify properties with
reduced charge that should
be charged more Council
Tax or Business Rates

Service
delivery

To carry out a review of all
SPDs and to carry out
ongoing reviews of SPDs

Service
delivery

Billing and Benefit
letter production

The production and
dispatch of year end bills
and benefit letters

Service
delivery

Review of year end
notifications with Councils
Customer Teams to work
with ARP to make letters
user friendly
Review top ten notifications
causing avoidable contact
with Councils Customer
Teams to work with ARP to
make letters user friendly

Service
delivery

Develop online forms
replacing Victoria Forms for
new claims and notification
of changes of CoCs automation with Revs and
Bens processes and
systems. Implement Ctax
COA and discount forms.

Service delivery

Strategic
Manager
(support)
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Capita Advantage
forms design

Strategic
Managers

Automation/robotics
software purchased to
automate assessment of
benefit claims and changes
in circumstances where
customers have submitted
data through Capita online
forms
East and West Suffolk Strategic
To bring systems and
MergersMerge of
processes together so that
Managers
Capita systems and
all future data is merged
changes to other IT
and all policies and
systems such as
contractual arrangments
Civica
are updated
To develop teams and team Various
ARP Team Building HRBP/HR
Manager/ OIB working across the
partnership
Capita automation
software

Strategic
Managers

Strategic
Manager
(Revenues)

VPN replaced by
NGN lines

Ongoing

To bring properties back in to Ongoing
use and / or understand why
they remain empty - campaign
to encourage owners to get
properties occupied - to
maximise income

Annual

To ensure that discounts are
awarded correctly so that
income from Council Tax is
maximised

Strategic
Manager
(support)

Mid March
2018

Strategic
Manager
(support)

31/07/18

Annual project to get bills for Project plan by
new Council tax year and
30/11/2017
benefit letters to customers
with in prescribed time to
collect instalments
Reduce avoidable contact and
promote sef-service leading to
reduced cost of services.

Service
delivery

30/09/18

Strategic
Managers

31/03/18

Claims and notifications will
be completed online and data
will populate R&B systems will lead to reduction in
staffing levels and 24/7
access to a number of
elements of the service consider implementation of
robotics to process claims.
Generate efficiencies in
assessment of Benfit cases
resulting in savings

Service delivery

Systems need merging to be
able to complete statutory
returns.

HRBP/HR
Manager

01/11/2018

Ongoing review of
all new cases periodic review of
existing to be
planned

Reduce avoidable contact and Top 4 redesigned
promote sef-service leading to next 2 benefits
letters end Q2
reduced cost of services.

Service delivery

Team Build

Next Milestone

To develop a united corporate
message across the
partnership, provide 12 month
overview, build teamwork and
recognise achievements

Project plan &
project team
approved in line
with budget

RAG Profile

Risks
Ref.

Risk Title

Business continuity

Business continuity

Transformation
Programme and budget
efficiencies

Risk Description

Loss of key staff due to
welfare reform and
potential reduction in
required resource

Inability to meet
statutory
requirements and
to deliver services
according to
performance
targets

Opportunities

With the expanded
partnership we can
ensure that skills are
more widely held

Risk Owner

Head of ARP and
Strategic managers

Loss of premises, loss of
Difficulty in finding Shared services mean
power/telecoms and/or loss
some members of that we operate from 4
of systems - a new
Strategic Manager
centres and work can
staff access to
emphasis must be placed
(Support)
systems or, loss of be carried out from 6
on loss of systems in
sites
systems
relation to cyber attack

Income/efficiencies equal
to the reduction in
Administration Grant are
not achieved
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Income from retained
Business rates and
Council Tax

Consequences

Income from NDR and
Council Tax do not meet
budgeted amount

If income is not
secured to meet
shortfall then
reductions in
budget will be
required through
savings which will
impact on service
provision

The income
available to the
Councils is
insufficient to meet
needs

Income may exceed
projected budget

Income may exceed
projected budget

A partner or partners
leave the partnership

Billing and Benefit letter
production

Possible loss of key
staff and TUPE
implications - loss
Develop trading
of resilience - also opportunities to carry
leading to
out some functions for
increased cost of
other Councils
service and
reduction in VFM

External printer does not
issue daily or annual bills
and letters within legal
timescale

Bills may have first
instalment date
later than
010/4/2018 which
could result in loss
or delay in
collection of
Council Tax and
Business Rates

The contract will
continue to offer
significant savings to
the Councils

Head of ARP

Strategic Manager
(Support)

Date
added

Date
Curr.
Tgt
Updated Score Score

Transformation
programme has
Staff are encouraged to take
identified
IRRV exams and NVQs and
opportunities for
internal structures allow for
training and staff
career progression - reasons
development for staff leaving are being
monitoring of reasons
monitored to identify whether
for staff leaving shows
this becomes a reason for
that it is not currently
staff leaving
due to concerns ofver
welfare reform

01/04/14

10/11/2017

C4

C4

Reached target
score

Access to Mirrored
servers in FHEC
regularly tested.
Business Continuity
plan agreed with
partners - fail testing
to be arrranged. West
Suffolk IT are working
on specific mitigation
of cyber attack and
this will be reported in
future risk reports

01/04/14

10/11/2017

C2

E2

Increase due to
recent cyber
atttacks

D2

2017/18 all actions
achieved to meet
target - Digital
transformation
required in 17/18
to achieve 18/19
and beyond

Current Controls

Systems mirrored at 2 sites
enabling work to continue. A
number of staff are home
enabled and more could be
on a short term basis.
Workers can be asked to
travel to alternative sites.
West Suffolk IT update
systems with new patcches
and protection regularly and
systems are PSN compliant

Mitigating
Actions

Trend

Strategic
Strategic
Management Team
Management Team
and OIB
and OIB (Revenues)
(Revenues)

Actions in
On target to achieve 2017/18
transformation
target through income
programme will see
generated by Enforcement
savings and income
work, Norwich Section 113
generation achieve
agreement and Fraud and
savings - progress is
Compliance team
monitored by OIB

Strategic Manager
(Revenues)

Strategic Manager
(Revenues)

The NNDR1 and
Taxbase calculations
include provision for
Monitoring will continue for bad debt and appeals
2017/18. Revaluation 2017,
- on target to meet
appeals adds risk to 2017/18
spending
requirements this risk
increased with Re-val
in 2017

01/04/14

10/11/2017

C1

D2

Appeals from
Doctors surgeries
are leading to
significant refunds
that mean that
income is below
target for some
councils

Strategic Manager
(Benefits)

If revised scheme
Current scheme has set
reduces awards of
payment levels at or below
LCTRS then funding
Attachment of Benefit levels
from County Councils
for all but one Council which
should be sought to
gives realistic opportunity to
fund additional
recover
recovery officers

01/04/14

10/11/2017

D3

D3

Reached target
score

Upon LCTRS review the
reduction in help received
Customers are
Localised Council Tax
by LCTRS claimants is
asked to pay more Increased income from
Reduction Scheme
reduced to the point where
Strategic Manager
than they can
Council Tax could be
(Benefits)
(LCTRS) (Service Delivery they can not afford to pay
afford and arrears
achieved
or, unemployment levels
Plan item 6)
accrue
rise to a level that make
the scheme unaffordable

A reduction in partners
could occur for a number
of reasons in the future
such as Local Govt
reorganisation

Risk Manager

Head of ARP

Strategic manager
(support)

Head of ARP

Strategic manager
(support)

11/11/2016 10/11/2017

D2

Partnering agreement
includes notice period for
cessation of partnership.
ARPT being developed as
trading vehicle

Opportunities for
trading to be
considered and
business cases
developed

01/04/14

10/11/2017

E3

E3

Reached target
score

2015/16 to 2017/18 annual
billing process successful
and daily bills and letters
designed and active with
current printers

The process was
carried out
successfully last year
and testing will
ensure that all
documents are sent
with correct
information and on
time

01/04/14

10/11/2017

E2

E2

Reached target
score

Risks

To ensure that
processes and
Overpayments that are a
procedures are correct
local authority's fault can
and are followed and
be claimed back as income If LA error is not
to ensurre that
if the value is less than
kept below this
Housing benefit subsidy
backlogs do not effect Strategic Manager
0.48% of the overall HB
level it can have a
LA error and that error
(Benefits)
shortfall
expenditure. Extrapolation significant financial
is kept to a minimum
by External Audit teams
impact on councils
so that Audit do not
can also take Councils
have cause to
over thie threshold
extrapolate subsidy
overpayments

East and West Suffolk
mergers

Merge of Capita databases
will be a major project that
will need significant
System downtime
once complete the
resource. Two databases and failure to issue number of databases,
will be merged into one statutory returns etc
correct bills for
will be reduced to 5
this introduces greater risk
2019/2020
than a migration from one
system to another.

Strategic Manager
(Support)

From April 16 UC
will be rolled out to
new claimants but
To continue to work
later a managed
with the DWP and
migration of HB
Stakeholders to jointly Strategic Manager
caseload will occur offer customers
(Benefits)
the impact on
assistance in making
customers and
the transition
social Landlords
will be enormous if
the migration falters

Fraud and Error

Risk of Fraud entering the
To submit claims for
system if retained fraud
If no service is
FERIS funding to
team are not kept. LCTRS
retained by the
resource interventions
fraud and Council Tax
Strategic Manager
partnership then
in cases currently
fraud will not be
(Benefits)
receiving benefit and
Fraud will not be
investigated by the DWP identified in cases. to retain joint funding
retained service has to be
from County and Police
self funding

To continue to use
ovetime and agency
where vacancies
mean that there is a
risk to subsidy. To
continue to apply QA
to areas identified in
audits and random
testing to identify
other areas of risk /
error

11/12/14

10/11/2017

C3

C3

Strategic Manager
(Support)

The project will be
East and West Suffolk will
provided with
provide ARP with a
dedicated resource
dedicated project manager
and rigourous testing
and other necessary
will be carried out to
resources to carry out the
ensure the new
project. Planning with Capita
databases retain
has started and some proof
accurate data and
of concept work is being
interface with other
planned for January 2018
systems

01/11/17

10/11/2017

C1

E1

Strategic Manager
(Benefits)

We have entered in to an
agreement with DWP to
Assess the impact of
jointly help customers to
claims in Lowestoft
make the transition and
moving to the DWP agreed a Universal Support
modelling can take
Partnership with them. The place to understand
initial roll out of digital
how ARP will be
services has been
impacted as the
announced and Lowestoft is
timetable for all
an early transferee for new
councils is issued.
claims

11/12/14

10/11/2017

C3

C3

Reached target
score

Strategic Manager
(Benefits)

Norfolk and Suffolk
County Councils have
agreed funding for
Team retained to investigate
Fraud team till
LCTRS, Tenancy, Ctax
31/03/19 - quarterly
discount/exemptions and
reporting to County
Councils to
NNDR since 1/9/15
demonstrate the
impact of the Fraud
team.

11/12/14

10/11/2017

C2

C2

Reached target
score
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Universal Credit
implementation

Uncertainty over future
funding from DWP and
CLG from 2016/17. Affect
upon customers currently
receiving HB and resultant
impact on customer teams

Strategic Manager
(Benefits)

Rigourous procedures and
high level of professional
training. We have a Quality
Assurance team that test
accuracy levels and looks for
and at areas of weakness.
All councils were kept below
LA error levels for audited
claims from 2013/14 to
2015/16 due to robust
challenge of Audit findings
and extensive work to
identify drill down to avoid
extrapolation having an
adverse effect

Reached target
score

Agenda Item 8
ANGLIA REVENUES PARTNERSHIP

Report of

Adrian Mills – ARP Strategic Manager (Benefits)

To:

ARP Joint Committee, 5th December 2017

Subject:

Welfare Reform

Purpose:

To provide an update on welfare reform

Recommendation(s):
 That the report is noted

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1
1.1.1

Background
Welfare Reform was introduced by the previous Government as part of wider fiscal
measures to reduce deficits, intended to encourage work whilst reducing increasing
welfare expenditure.

2.0

Matters of interest

2.1

Universal Credit

2.1.1

All Councils have been live with new claims from single unemployed customers since
April 2016.

2.1.2

Since May 2016 the DWP embarked upon a programme to expand Universal Credit in
a controlled manner to the full, digital, Universal Credit service. Amongst the partner
Councils, Waveney has been live with the full service since May 2016, with St
Edmundsbury recently going live in October 2017.

2.1.3

In September 2017 the DWP confirmed the roll out schedule for all Jobcentres and
Councils for the period October 2017 to September 2018. The full Universal Credit
service will be open to all new claims from all working age claimant groups. This will
also include customers currently receiving existing Benefits or Tax Credits who have a
change of circumstances that triggers a new claim to Universal Credit. The following
table states the DWPs current planning assumptions for ARP Councils:
Council

Roll out

Breckland
East Cambridgeshire
Fenland
Suffolk Coastal
Forest Heath

March 2018
May 2018
May 2018
June 2018
September 2018

We have become aware other Jobcentres rolling out the full UC service are and will
impact upon some of our customers in certain post codes – we are working with the
Jobcentre and those customers affected to provide assistance and guidance.
2.1.4

Waveney has not been alone in experiencing difficulties with the Full Service; customer
assistance taking longer than predicted, IT problems, delays awarding payments and
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alternative payment arrangements to landlords are causing issues with rent collection
for landlords.
2.1.5

These matters have been raised locally and through the UC/LA Steering group I have
brought these issues to the attention of the UC Programme; furthermore
representations have been made to the DWP Secretary of State leading to a meeting
earlier this year between the Waveney Leader, local MP and myself with the UC
Minister at Lowestoft Jobcentre.

2.1.6

ARP continues to work with Customer Services, Housing Options teams, DWP and
stakeholders to plan for the roll out timetable. A significant amount of investment in
partnership working was undertaken at Waveney between the ARP, Customer
Services, the DWP and stakeholders to plan for and minimise the impact of UC. This
has become a template for partner Councils; working with St Edmundsbury we have
replicated the good practice and lessons learnt at Waveney to plan and implement go
during October and will do the same for other partner Councils as we move into 2018.

2.1.7

The programme to migrate existing Housing Benefit (and other DWP Benefit and Tax
Credits) cases, has been delayed by twelve months and so will now commence in July
2019, with a corresponding delayed completion date of March 2022.

2.1.8

DWP have also reviewed the position for Pensioners, stating this will reviewed during
the next Parliament and will not start until after March 2022, and only when all Working
Age cases have migrated to Universal Credit.

2.1.9

Parliament recently debated UC - the Public Accounts Committee produced a report
‘UC: the six week wait’. It includes a recommendation to reduce the waiting time to one
month.

2.1.10 At a national level I continue to raise concerns with









The six week wait for UC payments
Alternative Payment Arrangements for Private Landlords
Temporary Accommodation
Housing Benefit Debt
Public awareness
LA funding
Management Information
LA access to UC Information

2.1.11 Working with Customer Services we have introduced the following enhancements:





Dedicated vulnerable persons Officer
Delivered training to Jobcentre Work Coaches
Reviewed the DWP UC training pack – implemented nationally by DWP
Created a Private Landlords information pack

2.2

Discretionary Housing Payment

2.2.1

Spend continues to be within DWP grant and is forecast to be closer to, but within the
grant. The main area of expenditure continues to be to assist customers with rent
shortfalls, in particular due to restrictions on Housing Benefit rent levels. The scheme
is promoted through our stakeholder contacts.

2.2.2

Discretionary Housing Payment grant is funded by DWP, designed to help customers
remain in their homes or to move to affordable and sustainable accommodation.
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2.3

Benefit Cap

2.3.1

DWP introduced the reduced Benefit Cap on the 7th November 2016; the maximum
family income before the Benefit Cap applies reduced from £26,000 to £20,000
(£13,400 for single adults with no children).

2.3.2

The Benefit Service continues to work with colleagues in Customer Service and
Housing Options teams to seek to avoid homelessness and the cost of temporary
housing.

2.3.3

DWP have provided New Burdens funding to assist Councils with extra administrative
costs and have increased Discretionary Housing Payment grants to help customers
with the reduction – it should be noted the increase does not cover all the reductions.

2.4

Two Child Limit

2.4.1

From April 2017 the DWP have introduced legislation to restrict new claims from
families with a third child to the two child rate; there are exceptions, for example
multiple births.

2.4.2

New claims for Universal Credit where an applicant has more than two children will be
redirected to legacy Benefits i.e. Housing Benefit.

2.5

Social rented sector rent restrictions

2.5.1

Government has responded to consultation on funding for supported housing in which
it has indicated it will not implement Local Housing Allowance (LHA) rates in social
housing; further proposals include:



Short-term supported accommodation will be funded via grant to Upper Tier Councils
- no longer funded through Housing Benefit
Long-term supported accommodation will be funded as now – via the welfare system.
There will be a new ‘Sheltered rent’ – for which gross eligible rent (inclusive of
service charges) will be regulated by the social housing regulator. Assistance in this
type of accommodation will continue to be paid via the welfare system. ‘Sheltered
rent’ will be subject to a cap, the calculation of which maintains a link to formula rent
A local strategic plan will be needed by Upper Tier Councils, setting out how funding
will be used to meet identified local need
There will be a National Statement of Expectation for supported housing funding
April 2020 is indicated as the implementation date.








3.0

Options

3.1

The report is for information purposes

4.0

Reasons for recommendations

4.1

The report is for information only

5.0

IMPLICATIONS

5.1

Risk
The report is for information only

5.2

Financial
The report is for information only
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5.3

Legal
The report is for information only

5.4

Equality and Diversity
Not applicable.

Background papers: - None
___________________________________________________________________
Lead Contact Officer
Name/Post: Adrian Mills – Strategic Manager (Benefits)
Email: Adrian.mills@angliarevenues.gov.uk
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